Gaussian Beam depth (GBM) migration overcomes the single-wavefront limitation of the majority of Kirchhoff implementations, and constitutes a cost-effective alternative to full-wavefield imaging methods such as reverse time migration. Common-offset (CO) beam migration was originally derived to exploit the symmetries available in marine towed-streamer acquisition. However, sparse acquisition geometries, such as cross-spread and ocean bottom, do not easily accommodate the requirements for common-azimuth migration. Seismic data interpolation or regularization can be used to mitigate this problem and to form well-populated common offset-vector (COV) tiles. Unfortunately, this procedure is computationally intensive and can, in the case of converted-wave imaging with sparse receivers, compromise the final image resolution. For all these reasons, we introduce a common-shot (or common-receiver) controlled-beam migration (CBM) implementation which allows the migration of datasets particularly rich in azimuth, without any regularization pre-processing required. CBM is a specialized version of GBM aimed at signal-to-noise ratio enhancement. Using some examples, we demonstrate that PS-imaging of ocean bottom-node (OBN) data benefits from this formulation, particularly in the shallow subsurface where regularization is both most necessary and most challenging.
Introduction
Despite the suite of high fidelity P-wave imaging algorithms available (e.g. Zhang et al., 2011a; Zhang and Zhang, 2011b) , Kirchhoff migration is still the workhorse for pre-stack converted-wave (PS) depth-imaging projects. However, the majority of Kirchhoff implementations do not allow multipathing to the image point. Therefore, in regions of complex geology, imaging can be negatively affected by abrupt truncations of the migration operator which cannot represent all the wavefront branches. Casasanta and Grion (2012) describe a converted-wave controlled-beam migration (PSCBM) for CO and COV volumes, in weak and strong anisotropic TTI media. PSCBM retains most wavefront arrivals by the superposition of Gaussian beams (Hill, 2001) and it produces images which challenge the quality of RTM. Additionally, PSCBM preserves key features of Kirchhoff migration such as efficient ray-tracing beam-modelling and steep dip and overturned event imaging. Moreover, as a specialized version of beam migration, PSCBM further enhances the signal-to-noise ratio of the geological structures keeping the migration operator noise low (Vinje et al., 2008 ). Hill's (2001) GBM was originally derived to exploit the symmetries of marine towed-streamer acquisition where the process of forming CO or COV volumes is straightforward. However, sparse acquisition geometries, such as cross-spread and ocean bottom, do not easily accommodate the requirements for common-azimuth migration. If the inline or crossline receiver spacing is much larger than the source spacing or vice versa, offset-vector tiles become very large, containing a wide range of offsets and azimuths. Nevertheless, seismic data interpolation or regularization (e.g. Poole 2010) can be used to mitigate this problem to some degree and to form well-populated offset tiles. Unfortunately, this procedure is in general computationally intensive and can be, in the case of converted waves, particularly challenging and ineffective in the shallow subsurface due to the common conversion point spreading towards the receivers.
For all these reasons, in this paper we present a common-shot (CS) or common-receiver (CR) PSCBM derivation which allows the migration of PS datasets particularly rich in azimuth, without any regularization pre-processing required. The algorithm is based on the weak and strong S-wave TTI anisotropy formulation discussed in Casasanta and Grion (2012) and it adapts Hill's (2001) original CO scheme by exploiting Gray's (2005) recommendations to overcome multi-pathing inaccuracies in CS or CR domain. CR migration requires particular attention to S-wave multi-pathing because S-wave anisotropy is inherently more complex and can lead to multivalued impulse response even in a homogeneous medium. Finally, we present an example which demonstrates that PSCBM of coarsely spaced (300m) OBN data produces remarkably cleaner results when it is performed in the CR rather than in CO domain. In fact the large offset tile sampling (~600m) would require data regularization especially in the shallow subsurface where it is both most necessary and most challenging.
Common-shot converted-wave beam-migration (CS-PSGBM) formulation
Hill (2001) D U dp dp are the product and the summation of the P-wave source-side and the S-wave receiver-side Gaussian beam amplitude and complex traveltime. These quantities are computed through ray tracing using the weak or strong TTI anisotropy formulation described in Casasanta and Grion (2012) . The accuracy and efficiency of CS-PSGBM relies on the computation of summation (2). An exact solution of equation (2) To reduce equation (2) , nevertheless it does not affect the kinematics of the migrated-image. Visually, the leading term is connected to the stationary source p s0 and receiver p r ray-pair which is "closest" to the image point x, whereas the "vicinity" to x is measured by the minimum amount of combined source and receiver exponential decays away from the central ray pair.
Approximation (3) s integration path, which is seldom the case because of the existence of multivalued traveltimes. In practice, the shot-domain steepest-descent result in equation (3) is picking only the most energetic contribution from the source-side (Nowack et al., 2003) , thus causing the same sort of branch jumping that we often see with single-arrival Kirchhoff migration. To improve on this CS-PSGBM implementation Gray (2005) suggests using the same computational structure that Hill (2001) contributions except for some lower-energy later-arrivals when source and receivers traveltimes are simultaneously multivalued. Therefore, this offset-domain scheme improves accuracy and reduces figure (1) shows the effect of the discussed CS-PSGBM implementations in a homogenous TTI medium where the S-wave group-velocity admits the existence of wavefront cusps. These images are PSGBM impulse responses in CR domain, computed after swapping source and receiver in order to have the S-wave beam at the source point. Figure 1a has been obtained by an exact evaluation of integral (2) and, as expected, is capable to map in depth the different PSwavefront branches related to the S-wave cusps. The shot-domain steepest-descent approximation around the source ray-parameter saddle-point p s0 misses completely the later-arriving Shear cusps, Figure 1b , which are, instead, fully reconstructed by the minimum imaginary travel-time contribution at the offset ray-parameter saddle-points p h0 , Figure 1c . In the following OBN dataset example we will use the offset-domain steepest-descent implementation, which we believe represents an optimal compromise between accuracy and computational load.
An ocean bottom node acquisition example
This section describes a PSCBM result from an OBN 2D TTI synthetic dataset. The comparison between common-offset and common-shot imaging proves the benefit of the latter, which we have discussed in the previous section. The data set consists of 170 OBNs at depths between 1375 and 1837 m, and 1280 shots at a depth of 12.5 m. Shot and receiver sampling is 12.5 m and 100 m, respectively. The sea bottom is gently dipping with an average dip of 1.6° but significant subsurface structure is present (Figure 2a) . The 2D data preprocessing and imaging are applied to commonreceiver gathers (CRG), because of the denser shot sampling. A Radial/Downgoing deconvolution aims to attenuate the P-wave surface related multiples, but any P-wave energy leak will generate cross-talk noise in the depth image. However, CBM's signal enhancement lowers the impact of noise sources and improves the quality of the final PS stack (Figure 2a) . This result, which we will use as reference from now on, has been obtained by migrating 170 CRGs (source and receiver are swapped) using the accurate strong anisotropy CS-PSCBM. Figure (2a) shows good continuity, resolution and SNR of both the shallow reflectors and the sequence of steep-dipping anticline flanks. However, a CO-PSCBM of the same dataset produces an image of the same quality and it doesn't prove the benefit of our CS-PSCBM implementation.
To better emulate a realistic OBN acquisition we decimate the receiver spacing to 300m. The coarser receiver spacing makes the offset tiles much larger (600m). In principle, we would make all the offsets equal in a given tile, but here we skip the PS regularization step in order to evaluate the impact of the PS kinematic jittering in the offset plane. The CO-PSCBM stack image in figure (2c) is much worse quality compared to the reference one (Figure 2a) . Part of the degradation is due to the reduced number of CRGs which results in weakened illumination. Nevertheless, the PS image degradation is largely due to the aliasing induced by the irregularly populated offset tiles. Although the offset stack filters some aliasing noise out, the final image in Figure 2c is less coherent and it misses, as expected, the highest spatial wavenumbers. Figure 2b shows the CS-PSCBM result from the decimated CRGs. This image reveals most of the structures that the CO-PSCBM image ( Figure  2c ) is missing and confirms that, overall, SNR is improved. By comparing the CS-PSCBM images for denser ( Figure 2a ) and coarser (Figure 2b ) node spacing, we notice that the lack of illumination particularly affects the shallowest part where the node footprint is more evident. In fact, due to conversion point spreading, the PS image in the very shallow is forming right below the nodes. However, the differences in the deeper part are less obvious and mainly involve high frequency details and structure continuity. To conclude, the sparse node CS-PSCBM image is more sensible than the CO-PSCBM ones and it allows for improved shallow subsurface imaging and therefore also for improved the S-wave velocity model building by event registration. Furthermore, CS-PSCBM doesn't require PS-regularization.
Conclusions

